
 

 



 

 



 

 

• Needed to prevent sexual harassment and for protection of children and youth 

• There was concern over adding another policy to the Constitution 
• Belief it should occur as a policy requirement outside the Book of Order 
• May not be necessary for some smaller churches 

• The overture advocate restated the rationale in the overture noting that the current 
language is particularly burdensome for committees of counsel 



 

 

• The Advisory Committee on the Constitution (ACC) reiterated their opposition 
(See Advice from the ACC in the proposed amendments booklet) 

• ACC trying to maintain an important constitutional principle 
• Should retain the default position of more ruling elders than teaching elders 

•  Few prefer to be called Commissioned Ruling Elders rather than Commissioned 
Lay Pastor 

• “Minister”  is the most common term both historically and culturally; it serves well 
both ecumenically and in secular situations 

• Titles we currently use are not functionally helpful to the ministry of Word and 
Sacrament 

• Sending this for a vote allows the Church as a whole to determine which titles are 
most comfortable to us 

• I was called to be a minister, not a teaching elder 
• One person noted that a colleague was not authorized to marry because she was 

identified as a “ teaching elder”  (not “minister”) and the state did  not understand  
• “Teaching elder”  does not translate into other languages the way “minister”  does; 

and “minister”  means “servant”  

• ACC – The title “Teaching Elder”  does not need to be changed; they can be 
pastors, evangelists, professors, counselors, chaplains, … 

• Abandoning Commissioned “Ruling Elder”  for Commissioned Lay Pastor (CLP) 
disempowers and removes the historic parity of teaching and ruling elders – since 



 

 

CLP does not imply that the person is a ruling elder 



 

 

• Provides more explicit guidance on the way back into the PC (USA) and ensures 
that judicial process resumes 

• One person preferred deletion of this section but if retained, believes current 
language modifies it toward the possibility of reconciliation and restoration 

• Permits reconciliation and retains limitations of those who put themselves outside 
of the church’s discipline 

• The amended version has removed the teeth and put the onus on the church, rather 



 

 

than the individual 
• ACC – currently the statute of limitations in the Rules of Discipline does not 

apply to instances of sexual abuse of another person, D.2. removes the time limit 
for all offenses 

•  Many of the relevant certifying bodies do not have handbooks and should not be 
required to have them 

• “Handbook”  is an antiquated term 

• None  



 

 

• We are part of the earth 
• Climate change and lack of water in Peru show lack of care to God’s creation 
• Need to be more explicit that climate care is part of our calling 
• Glaring omission if not in the Book of Order 
• Incorporates a value 

•  Some wanted more explicit language and amendment to do so was defeated 
• Already covered in Directory of Worship; no compelling reason to add 

Lord’

• Holy Communion is routinely open to all who profess faith in Jesus Christ, 
without any mention of having been baptized 

• Welcoming to those being nurtured by a congregation 

• Baptism is important prior to partaking in Holy Communion  



 

 

•  No discussion in committee or plenary about overall merits of proposed changes  

• None 


